
SET UP INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
3KW 16AMP INSTANT HEATER DISPENSER

KEY ITEMS BEFORE YOU START
Bag Tap - Attached to Wine/Cider bag, inside 
Wine box - remove RED tear off security strip before connecting
Connector - Wine Box Connector at the end of clear silicone pipe.
Thermostat - Dial on front face of Barrel Heater - set at 65-70C only
Indicator lights - On front face of Dispenser – Green = Power on.  
Red light is heating indicator (this light will go out occasionally -when temperature is achieved
Dispense Tap - Metal tap for serving beverage

1) Before plugging in to Power Supply, attach Connector on the end of silicone tubing (wine   
 supply pipe) to a wine bag Tap, there are two different connectors they both fit the same   
 bag Tap, it’s easier if you stand box on end and pull Tap slightly proud of box, removing RED   
 tear off strip first

2) Plug heater to mains power if using an extension lead check, it is ideally 16amp and turn   
 Thermostat on front panel to (65-70C) - DO NOT operate at maximum temperature

3) Two indicator lights on front panel GREEN means Electricity power is on.
 RED is the thermostat light, which will go out when serving temperature is achieved

4) Place large glass/jug under Dispense tap, open fully and some water may pour then wine/
 cider/punch, stop the serve, dispose of watered wine/cider/punch.

5) When thermostat light goes out you are ready to serve (takes about 3-4 minutes)

6) Unplug heater overnight, you can leave wine bag attached.

When wine box is becoming empty, try not to empty the wine in the silicone pipe, as any air 
drawn into the piping will have to come out of the dispense tap, this can cause spitting of hot air 
and hot wine – be aware of scalding risk

TIP. Use an empty plastic milk carton over dispense nozzle to clear air pocket 
trapped inside and avoid spitting, before serving from newly fitted box.

When you have finished with the IHD please use cable tie to secure all pipes and 
power lead, please dispense all liquid, TIP. Connect an empty Wine bag cut off one 
corner this will allow air into heater and then dispense liquid out of heater and 
dispose of.

Then contact SWC Ltd to arrange collection
PLEASE ADVISE YOUR STAFF, ON SAFE SERVING - TO AVOID SCALDING/INJURY
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